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'This study sought to determine the difference between,

learnirig with the aid of I motion pictUre presenting the visual field
of the performer and the performer in action and learning with the
aid of a motion picture presenting only the performer in action. Two
motion pictures of a student tracking on a pursuit rotary unit
constituted the experimental factors. The .first motion picture was '

taken from the point of.view of a spectator; the second motion
picture showed both the view of the spectator and the visual field of
the. person'tricking. The subjects were divided into three groups
identified as control, experimental spectators, and experimental.
performers. The control group did not view either of the motion

-Oridtures. Subjects, in the Spectator group were
instructed to watch the film of the Nrsoa.tracking and see if they
could see anything that Would'h$p them-to track better.' The
experimental performer g oup viewed themotidn picture from both the
performer field of vie he view of the spectator. Both
experimental groups we ins ructed to employ,any technique that they
may have seen in the film to improve their on target time. Findings
indicated there was no difference in learning under the three
different cond.itions.,Two'.conclusions are-drawn from the findings.
One cpncerns the type of.skill to 'be learned. More significant
iliformatkon should be present in the visual field of a gross motor
task as opposed to the fine motor task of tracking. The second
conclusion concerned the preSencp of absence of danger in the skill.
Skills that require the bgdy Winake moves the recognition of 0

visual cues -or risktan injury. might benefit from visual field
liphotography. as itraining tool. (JD)
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Simulation, though not new in educational methodology, is,becoming increas-

.

ingly poss4.ble and practical as a teaching tool. It is particularly essential

when one is,learning a motor skill that is inherently dangerous. ,In additibn,

it has a great potential for saving time and money (4) . 0:e are famili,ar with

air ,_,aft simulators and the use of simulation in teaching one to drive the

Howeiier, it is quite possible that we as edu,T,atoi-s are overlooking

a very valuable instance where visual simulation can be usedo teach motor

skills. The Apr, Snorts television programs are probably most noted for

tsgraphingithe visual fieldOf_tN performer so as to give the srectator try
a

illusion of actually wing involved in the act -of driving ari auto on a race

,track, of sky diving, or of going down a ski slope. Though it has been more than

ten, years sincethe first use of such visual fiefd photography spors

television, there has nc) been:a widespread use of this technique in the produc-
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tion of teaching films in spOrts and p1ical education. .Cbviously photographic

.technclogy has not advanced to the point where we are capable of c7,..pt;;ring a

discernable visual field in all types of activities', but Vetter (11) reported

motion ty-pes "capabl of being accurately and rea!listicallyrecenstructed as
.4

motion perspective which is accomplished through camera motion'with relations to

a fixed field of view and object movement which entan.the photographing of the

movement of objects with.in a eield-of-vie." When,used in a setting of physical

activity, calAera motion would ultimately become performer motion. :espite the

acknowledgement of this information, its use is very infrequent . Perhaps these

photographic techniques are used rarely, if at. ail, in the production bf teaching

.4
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films because the value of such information has not been shown to be worthy of

10
the time and effOrt.

The literature, related to this topic falls within one of three
s

categories.

These are literature dealing .with the effect of motion pictures in motor skill

learning*the importance of visual stimuli in motor skill earning a.3 the

effect of the reproduced visual field in learning a motor skill. Since the

first category has,teen_thoroughly researched and it common 1,:nowledge that

motion pictures tend to facilitate learning, we will discuss the t?r two

ca!epories.

a.

The role of vision in. learning a motor-rill has been the sut,!ect of

int.-rest to several'investigator Fitts (2) suPgestedrsome time apo that
'

early attempts tQ learn a motor skill are pftmarlly under v\sual control. .

study done by Fleishman and Rich (3') in which they found a two-hand trackinP

task, visual-spatial orientation significantly related to p,,,rforman,4 early

stapes of learning supports this concept. They feel that individuals with the

greater capacity for utilizing visual information make more propress in the

early learning period than do those lacking such capacity. The work of

Stallings (10), Benson (1)., and :ilonford (9) all suggest that vision is highly

s ;gi?ificant in learning a motor skill. Staliings (10) examined the relation-
,

- ship between visual- spatial orientafton, 4isualization, and perceptual speed to

the performance of specific gross motor ski?lSl_at successive stages of learning.

Bens9n(1) identified factors relatedto the execution of a motor presumed

to rewire elements of balance, kinesthesis, and unilateral motor patterns.

7ision, he points out, c45Te-a factor which affects/Motor performance. This

3
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stud,suggests that the role of vision is ighly specific to the task to be

ille

#

performed. Monford's (9) study' investig;ted the Value of supplementary
.

. .

information duri.pg practice on dynamic'kinesthetic learning and concluded

that little or no improvement carr be expected when practice involvesi'kines-

N,

thetic error information only. lioepner's (5) work yielded conclusions'that

suggest that vision Might of be, signiLcantly important ir.'mot?r. skill

learning. His study made,a comparison Of m9torability, new %otcr s it

learn-ing, and adjustment to a rearranged visual field. Fesults ndicate

that there was n0 relationship between new motor Skill learning and th

ability,to adjust to a rearranged vi,sual.field, These results, however,
L-.

should not be interpreted as precluding the! importance of -,A1.11.1:7,

learning a motor skill. Keogh () also finds that increased visual cjes,

facilitte learning. The increased information had a significant effect

the learning of the males only. :onsequently, these Fes: is sugg tit L.ex%al

;

differences in abilitly!to trti1±ze visual information.

Efforts to reproduce the visual field of the rformer so as to .brovide

th'e learne.r with visual infartation, aniv.thus accelerate learninrv, have teen,

litited. Htskins' (6) developed a response-recogniVion training film t-thtswas

5
to help the 'Student perceiveithe. direction of 'a tenniskreturn.

..-."

film was later used at a teachingA.n.l. 'Johnson ('T) used the film as a/ motor
J

. task to be learned by subjects and Found that specific land general action
J .

4

potentials correlated significantly with their achievement and the mctor task.

40
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It s the purpose of. this study to extend these earlier works and

determine the significance of the difference in learning 7ithithe aid of a

motiOn picture presenting the vftual field of the performer and the performer

in action, as'cakv.pared to learning with the aid of a motion picture pre,senting ,

/

onlythe performer in action.

Y.ethod

Subjects. Subjects were 30 male and Qemaleitudents enrolled in physical

education and recreation classes at ::orth C'aroraina 7-antral '.'niversity durin r

th.e 19;31 summer session. They :were all volunteers who met with the experimerite3'

at their conveten'ce: The subjects ranged in age from 1 F,' to -ears

the initiallst,, subjects were randomly assigned to one of three eatment

10 su"-iA^'-s each. `one of the subects had had previous experince

ith the tracking task.

Vsua1 :ues in Film. :wo super motion pictures of a p.rad-.... st-_,dent

)trackinp on the pursuit rotary constituted the 4xperimentl. fctors. 71-,,>

4
, J .

' first motion picture ,Js taken from the point-oc-view of a sr,ectatcr, while

the second suiper 8 movie showed both the view of the spectator and the visual

field of the person tracking.

The visual field%of the perSon tracking was taken by a camera operator

who tood elevated behind the person tracking and shot over theshoulder. A

special effort was made to get the camera angle and distance as close to that

of the eyes of the person tracking as possible. This shojt resulted in an over, ,

I.
head view Of the turntable, the stylus, and the hand, o.` the person tracking.

5
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trained on

the tracking task until an,average of 2b seconds or greater wal consistently

re4thed"for ten thirty-second trials at 60 RPM. The average on-target time

during .Stt film was 23.151 seconds Upon initial viewing of the training
-.-

film by the experimenter -and the graduate student ,:ho performed in the film,

the graduate student agree/ that -tale film showed what was seen as she tracked.
a

\

$. s-lb,:ects were simply "tiy to keep the stylls In contact wi th the di while he(
. .

,

.

.

.

.

,

table turns." Further instructions informed the subjects that tne table would
.

.

..+.1. ,

continue turning, for 30 seconds and would then stop. The lzkle wou.ld remain

=,cbaratuS.' The pursuit rotary unit zased in this study was manufactured,

/.

LaFeyette Instrument Co. of LaFayette, Indiana. 544.5 model, n....ncer 30012,

was desi ne to match specifications set by the Onited 0tateS Air Force cool

"W.111°of vi4a-tior4. 't,,; as fc5"N discrete speeds: '15, .60

is zprin-loaded andthus prevents target trapping. The unlit has tws timers

that Atow for the. selection of trial time from 3760 seconds nd rest re
. .

from 0-5 ,.._notes. 0n target time is measured by a,1/100 second -tst-slos

All Ab,:ents were pretested to determine their initi

tracking for 30 seconds at 60 FP1, _nit gal instructions tc

stopped for ?,,o, seoonts, and during this time sUb.;'ects were instructed ' o stand

re'? axed. .TheAaverage.on target time for the ten trials, was recorded qt' the

i pretest score.

* ,
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Subject,s were randomly assigned to one of three roups, identified as

control, experimental spectator, and experimental performer. The control

group did not view any of the motion pictures prior to the poSt test and was

given the identical instructions at the time of post test as were givep4 during

the pretest. The experimental spectator group viewed the Motion picture of a ./(''

person tr'acking/that showed the spectator view only'. . At the time of film viewing,
4

the subjects were instructed to watch the person tracking and see if' they could
7

see anythig that would help them track ck better. The experimental 1-Lrformer

group viewed a motion picture taken with shots of both the performer field of

and view of a spectator. litt the time of the film showing, this -1;roup was

instructed look forlqnything that might he they: improvd their trackinc.

Frior the post e t, bot, the experimental spectator group and experimental

perfo r group were instructed to employ any tetchnique that . may have

seen in the film.to improve their on tar7et 4

F'c.sults and Discussion
14

The motion, picture of the p'erformer's field-ot: view had no effect on

learning in this situation. Analysis of Covarianc? was used to analyze the. data.

4

The sdms of squares, means square, degrees of freedom And calculated ratio

can be found in Table 1.

(Table 1-Ibout here)

4
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Table 1
Summary of Analysis of Covariance Results

Source
Pre

SS SP

Post

nom* Degrees MS*
Post

"Ss

Treatments

4
Error

58.74

716.47

9%18

491.10

23.22

500.09

4.97

142.05

2

26

2.48

5.46

.4542

Total 775.21 500.28 523.31 147.02

)
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The calculated P ratio (.4542) is.less than the 3.37. found in the distribution

,

of F where,Alpha = .05 at 2 d4grees of'freedom, 1...consequently, there was no

reason to believe that there was any difference in learning under the three

differe4t conditions.

4

,)

These findings are contrary to what the literature would seem to suggest.

Fittg' (2) very early suggestion that earlyadtor learnng is under vitilal

control would seem to indicate that information in tie performer's field of

view could help in learning. The fact that this-information did not make a

difTerence in this study could be attributed fo two factors that should be

eliminated in the future.

The e first factor concerns the type of skill to be learned. It now .seems

likely that there, was not sufficient information in the. visual fieldof the

/
.

performer. to significantly affect the learning of those who watched the visual
/ ;,

fieldfilm, or subjects were unable to utilize the available information. i.,-,_,,

if
-is'likel that more significant information' would be present ins the Visual

0

field of a gross motor task as opposed to the fine motor task of tracking.

Further, it is anticipated that activities requiring either performer motia as
*

in gymnastics or greater object motion as in 'batting a baseball would 'produce

greater visual cues to-be studied in a motion picture.

The second factor conce'rns, the presence or absence of danger in the skill.

Skills that require the body to make moves at the recognition of visual cues or

risk an injury would probably benefit from visual field photophy. In some

10. 10
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,

situations it .would seem.that seeing the visual field of a person- executing

a skill in this category could even lessen the fear associated with fearning

such skills

eliminating the aforementioned problem in future attempts to determine the

significance of visual field photography upon learning a motor skill is more

difficult than would meet the eye. The big' problem is in selecting a noval
It

A

wc'z airy cOndudive'to capturing a discernible visual field on film and being

',,ght to a group.

4

6
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